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2022 Scopelitis.com Overhaul 
Project Outline 

 

Project Overview + Objectives 
Organization: Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary Law Firm 

Service:    Website Discovery  

Contact:    Kirsten Cuniffe  

  Communications Manager 

  Scopelitis Law Firm 

  kcuniffe@scopelits.com 

 

What is Scopelitis? 

Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary is the largest Firm in the country dedicated solely to the 

transportation and related (logistics, insurance, warehouse, etc.) industries. With over 10 offices across 

the United States and more than 80 attorneys practicing in 30 practices, Scopelitis offers advice and 

counsel to more than 5,000 transportation-related clients ranging from nearly every Fortune 500 

transportation company to smaller, family-owned businesses. 

 

Why Refresh the Site Now? 

Since launching the original version of scopelitis.com in 2004, Scopelitis has added many attorneys, 

practice areas, offices, and grown its client list exponentially. As the Firm grew, so did Scopelitis' role 

as a national thought leader in the transportation space. Marketing efforts now include publications 

ranging from the Scopelitis Transportation Brief Quarterly Newsletter, frequent law alerts, a media 

outreach strategy that has resulted in Scopelitis attorneys being quoted and/or published in 

publications ranging from trade publications to Tier 1 national consumer publications, and more.  

 

Also, during this time, technology has come so far, including the ever-evolving use of websites, the 

proliferation of mobile devices, social media, and email marketing.  

 

Considering Scopelits.com is now about 15 years older than the 2.5-year age of web best practice 

recommendations, the age of the site, the way the Firm has advanced since its creation, means that 

the current website is no longer the best package for use in showcasing the Firm's distinguished 

reputation.  

 

Issues with the website that the Firm wants to address as part of the overhaul: 

1. The Firm's marketing North Star has meandered a bit over the years. It's time to refocus. 

2. The current site is not responsive via mobile. 
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3. Current site is very unreliable – unexpected moments of downtime occur often. 

4. Very few, if any, calls to action on the current site 

5. Current site is text-heavy, has a dated look, and fragmented layout. 

6. The images on the current site are very dated, repetitive, bland, and don't align with content. 

7. The current site doesn't allow Scopelitis to organize and prioritize content. 

8. Current CMS lacks fields that map content when posting to social media platforms. 

9. The current site reads like a brochure-style information list, the Firm needs to move to more of 

a thought leader, newsmaker approach. 

10. Very little SEO work has been done on the site, though what little Scopelitis has been able to do 

internally has led to at least anecdotal success stories from Firm partnership 

 

The Work 
o What this project will be:  

1. A brand “refresh”: Kick off the project with a “mini discovery phase” to give the Firm 

new direction in its overall marketing strategy. This will ideally include a refresh to 

certain design elements of the Firm's marketing materials, including logo, PowerPoint, 

white paper design, and a few Firm-related visuals.  

2. To begin with in 2022, a fairly straightforward content dump onto a new, more 

functional CMS  

o What this project won't be:  

1. A long-term "strategic rebranding / ongoing comms vision partnership" between 

Scopelitis and a Consultant.  

o The ideal Consultant would: 

1. Be based in Indianapolis 

2. Be responsive 

3. Give Scopelitis the option to, after web redevelopment occurs, buy a pre-paid bank of 

hours to help with either urgent web needs or complicated website requests 

4. Have the bandwidth to help Scopelitis launch a new site by Q3 of 2022 

 

Part 1: Research & Brand Refresh – 10 Weeks 
During the Discovery Phase, the Consultant will support Scopelitis in research, strategy, and work 

plan development needed to create a Scope of Work that clearly articulates the vision of the brand 

refresh, new site, and the execution to launching both in 2022. Expected deliverables from this 

Discovery Phase that will then inform this scope and work plan:  

1. Analysis of Audience and Current Assets + Recommendations 

• Overview of Current Marketing Landscape 

• Online Stakeholder Survey launched by Scopelitis Marketing team 

• Stakeholder Interviews conducted by Scopelitis Marketing team 
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• Review of current website 

• Tech Integrations Review 

• Competitive Analysis 

2. Firm Marketing Foundations Review + Recommendations 

• Ideal Customer Profile(s) 

• Site Visitor Personas  

• Client Journey Maps 

• Brand Refresh Plan 

3. Website Plan 

• Scope of Work 

• Website Development Timeline 

4. Bonus Wishlist 

• Brand Audit 

• Website Metrics Dashboard 

 

1a. Analysis of Audience and Current Assets + Recommendations 
This phase will assess both current assets and future goals to lay the foundation for this massive 

project. The following activities will culminate in a findings and recommendations report to be 

reviewed by Scopelitis: 

1. Overview of the Firm's current marketing landscape  

o Articulating a 5-10-year plan for the Firm - vision for the future of its offices, 

practices, and future leadership 

o Summary of client demographics 

o Summary of revenue strategies & sources 

o Review of existing marketing collateral 

o Summary of key information regarding internal stakeholders 

2. Online Stakeholder Survey - This survey will be an opportunity for attorneys, clients, and 

contacts to provide feedback on the current website (and possibly general Firm marketing) 

o This survey will be an opportunity for constituents to provide feedback. This survey 

will be sent to a targeted number of internal stakeholders and can also include a few 

key external stakeholders. 

3. Stakeholder Interviews (Phone and In-Person) - This will inform communications about the 

website overhaul, identify communications challenges and opportunities, set website 

messaging goals, and website user experience objectives. 

o Internal: Consultant will work with Scopelitis to develop a list of interview questions 

for internal stakeholders / an agenda for these stakeholder interview meetings, which 

will be led by Scopelitis, with Consultant potentially present to participate. Scopelitis 

will individually interview Firm leadership team to identify existing challenges and 
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opportunities to improve internal and external processes as it relates to the 

marketing content development, especially as it relates to the website. 

o External: Consultant will work with Scopelitis to develop a list of interview questions 

for external stakeholders / an agenda for these stakeholder interview meetings, 

which will be led by Scopelitis, with Consultant potentially present to participate. 

Scopelitis will individually interview identified clients or contacts to gain a thorough 

external perception of the Scopelitis website and identify existing challenges and 

opportunities to improve.  

4. Review of Current Website - This helps identify key sections of the site to maintain and 

expand and, conversely, areas that may not be as important moving forward. Many times, 

this also exposes challenges users face when trying to use the website and opportunities to 

improve navigation or access moving forward. 

o Consultant will audit the existing website to determine the current page count, post 

count, form count, and integrations. Consultant will also review analytics to assess 

usage, user preferences, referring sources, visitor flow, audience definitions, and 

more. 

5. Tech Integrations Review - This will inform the desired integration outcomes for the future, 

especially as it pertains to the website. 

o To get a clear understanding of all the technology solutions Scopelitis uses, Consultant 

will perform a comprehensive technology architecture audit, including existing 

integrations, to inform the desired integration outcomes for the future. 

6. Competitive Analysis – This will help inform the scope of the project and ensure the new 

website meets Scopelitis' organizational goals. 

o Consultant will complete competitive analyses of other companies' websites that 

Scopelitis identifies to be potential competitors. The competitive analysis will provide 

recommendations for differentiating Scopelitis website effectively, identify trends 

and opportunities (market gaps) in the industry, inform website messaging, and foster 

mutual learning. These data points will help inform the scope of the website and 

ensure the new website meets Scopelitis' organizational goals.  

 

1b: Marketing Reset 
An exercise in defining constituent groups, relationship stages, and the process by which clients 

progress through those stages will help the Firm build an effective marketing strategy and a 

website that will help achieve marketing goals. From this, Scopelitis and the Consultant will build a 

digital experience that appropriately segments Scopelitis audiences and guides them along a 

journey of engagement with the Firm. When it comes to the website, this will translate to an 

improved user experience, meaning content that is more useful and easier to find. This phase will 

consist of the following projects: 
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1. Ideal Customer Profiles (ICP) - An ICP defines what an average client that Scopelitis 

counsels looks like. ICPs can help define common issues on which Scopelitis is asked to 

provide counsel, creates descriptions that clearly articulate how Scopelitis' service 

capabilities align with constituents' needs, and assists in laying out a road map for 

product/service updates and changes. An ICP could potentially include the following 

information about a company: 

o Budget / Revenue / Staff Size  

o Industry 

o Geography  

o Things that might limit Scopelitis' customer base such as Product or Service 

Limitations  

2. Client Personas - Client Personas are semi-fictional, generalized representations of 

individual representatives of Scopelitis clients. A Client Persona could include the following 

information about a semi-fictional individual representative of a company:  

o Demographics 

o Goals 

o Motivators 

o Challenges they are facing 

3. Client Journey Mapping - The buyer's journey is the process buyers go through to become 

aware of, consider, and evaluate, and decide to engage with Scopelitis. The Consultant will 

use this information to create visitor flow mapping to ensure website visitors find what they 

are looking for and receive a great website experience. Essentially, the result will be 

definitions and a visual that articulates and illustrates the Scopelitis client journey, which is:  

o Awareness 

o Consideration 

o Decision 

o Grow the relationship 

o Creating a client who is an advocate for Scopelitis 

o Go through the cycle again, or exit/reenter at various stages of the cycle 

4. Brand Refresh  

o Brand Audit - A new website is often a catalyst to review the current brand. 

Scopelitis would like for the Consultant to audit the Firm brand as it exists today to 

determine a brand refresh “sprint” plan (look, logo, taglines, colors, etc.) should be 

included in the website overhaul, and, if so, the scope and work plan for that project 

and how it fits into Scopelitis' overall marketing strategy (white papers, marketing 

collateral, PowerPoint template, etc.) as well as the website overhaul.  

o Brand Architecture - Using lessons learned from the research phase and insights 

gained from the brand and marketing foundations exercises, Scopelitis and the 
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Consultant will develop recommendations to identify and address any branding gaps 

or opportunities relative to the Firm's overall voice, practice area messaging, 

messaging for Firm subsidiary Scopelitis Transportation Consulting (STC), etc. This 

exercise will ensure that current branding elements meet the requirements needed to 

build an effective marketing strategy, including a plan to address challenges or 

opportunities of the website project. 

 

Part 2: The Website Rebuild – 6 months 

2a: Website Scope of Work Development 
The aforementioned phases of the project will result in the data and resources needed to develop a 

meaningful Scope of Work. Key sections of the Scope of Work will include: 

1. Executive Summary & Organization Overview - This section will provide a high-level 

overview of the Scopelitis and why this project is being addressed now. 

2. Project Objective - This section will describe: 

• The purpose of Scopelitis' site 

• Goals for the website, which may include building awareness, educating, attracting 

new clients, increasing revenue, recruiting talent, or further establishing Scopelitis as 

a thought leader. Goals will strongly influence the hierarchy of web design, so it is 

essential to know which areas to prioritize.  

• Detail on Scopelitis' intended audience. 

3. Scope - The scope encompasses everything from objectives, required system integrations, 

amount of web pages on current site and future site, and desired features for the website. 

Scopelitis and the Consultant must be on the same page regarding project scope and 

investment so that teams are aligned, and the project can effectively managed by both 

parties. The Project Scope section will include: 

• Goals 

• Page and Form Count 

• Content migration plan 

• Copywriting needs 

• A list of suggested integrations 

• SEO recommendations 

• Current site analytics  

• Details on hosting the site 

4. Recommended Site Architecture - Using lessons learned from the research and brand and 

marketing foundations phases, Scopelitis and the Consultant will develop a preliminary new 

website architecture. This document will define the overall strategy and organization of the 
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new site's content, including page counts, post counts, form counts, and integration 

opportunities/requirements. 

5. Budget Recommendations - With the scope and recommended site architecture complete, 

the Consultant will include a recommended budget for website development. The budget 

will be realistic and match the scope of the project. 

6. Project Timeline - Based on the project scope and budget, the Consultant will develop an 

appropriate project timeline with Scopelitis project stakeholders. 

 

2b: Website Execution 
Once a project scope is determined and agreed upon, all responsibility assignments and milestones 

will be established through the collaborative creation of a project plan. The Consultant will draft 

the initial plan and send it to Scopelitis for review. Ideally, the new site will launch in 2020. 

1. Planning | 4 Weeks 

The importance of this initial stage must not be underestimated, as it is the project's 

foundation for success. This phase will consist of the following projects and deliverables: 

• Segmentation strategy 

• Detailed architecture briefs and site architecture documents 

• Site objectives worksheet 

• Sitemap 

• Wireframe (a skeletal design diagram that provides a brief overview of the intended 

site functionality) 

2. Content Creation | 8 Weeks (overlapping with other stages) 

Not only is it essential for a website to have appealing style and functionality, but it must 

have great content that will appeal to the intended audience. This stage will require a heavy 

lift on Scopelitis when it comes website backend work creating new content for the new 

site. Website content consists of the following elements: 

• Key messages per target audience that will be used on the new site 

• Calls to action for the new site's pages 

• Content mapping from existing site 

• Copywriting 

• Updated photography library 

• Shooting new video(s) as required to support site goals 

• Developing new resources as needed to support site goals (ex: PDF downloads, forms, 

etc.) 

3. Design & Build Out | 10 Weeks 

Once research and planning are complete, the project will be ready to move to the design 

and build-out stage. During this stage, the Consultant will convert the wireframes into a 
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shell of a website and then insert the prepared content into the pages to become fully 

designed website pages within the Content Management System (CMS). This phase will also 

require a heavy lift on the part of Scopelitis (Or could potentially be handled by Consultant, 

depending on budget and bandwidth) as old content is carried over to the new site. 

 

This is not simply about building pages. This is about building a process and platform that 

can be maintained for years to come. At this stage, you can decide how much you want to 

invest (time + money) into the overhaul and into yearly maintained. Depending on that, the 

site will not require a major investment for somewhere in the ballpark of 3 -6 years.  

4. Training| 2 Days 

Once a new site is ready to work in, Scopelitis will have to be trained on how to maintain 

the site. This will require at least 3 employees of the Firm to sit in a 1-2-day workshop about 

working in the backend of the site. 

5. Testing | 2 Weeks 

Once the development of the new site is complete and it is fully functional, it will go 

through a series of tests before launch. The testing phase will accomplish the following 

objectives: 

• Security Review - Ensure that all security tools are configured and operational. 

• Smoke Test - Make sure the site looks and functions as per the goals established. 

• Cross Channel/Cr.oss-Platform Compatibility Tests - Ensure proper functioning 

across multiple devices, screen sizes, and web browsers. 

• User Experience Review - Review and receive feedback from selective internal and 

external stakeholders. 

6. Launch | 1 Day 

Once all parameters of testing are fulfilled, the site will be ready for its official launch. The 

launch day will ideally fall in 2020. 

 

Bonus Wishlist (If Budget and Time Allow) 
 

1. Website Metrics Toolkit – If budget and time allow, Scopelitis would like to include a 

discussion about what realistic (considering Scopelitis' bandwidth) website success looks like, 

how to measure that, and possibly either setting up a dashboard or regularly-scheduled 

report that will look at the success of the website.  


